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SDMARY 

3 
A theorfttlcal study is made of sosie of the factors affecting "chance*' 

distribution of failure of physical articles, (''Chance" failure Is defined as 

failure that has equal probability of occurrence to survivors during equal time 

Intervals throughout the operating period). A very simplified model of mech- 

anism and environment is set up as a point of departure. Several other moire 

realistic, and more sophisticated, models ore introduced and compared with the 

original siztple case. It is shewn that various estensions and alterations of 

chance failure curves describe reasonable combinations of ffiechanism and environ- 

ment, provided the mschanlam does not deteriorate In failure resistance (i.e., 

does not tend to wear out) during the operating period. Because of their short 

flight durations, guided missiles can be expected to fit this condition. 
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IKERODDÜTIOH 

(1) x 
A previous study of esperimental datav ' hare shewn that many failures 

of equipment, particularly of the kinds associated with guided mlsBlles, 

rcssHible a "chance'' failure distribution as defined in the Summary, above. 

A detailed examination of this type of failure and the way in which it relates 

to ''wear out'' failure has been the next logical step In studying guided 

missile reliability. 

The investigation of failure of equipment naturally involves a study of 

the characteristics of the nechanlarn in relation to operating environwent. 

Interest iiiuat be focused on (a) the Inherent resistance to failure of the 

article and the ways in which this resistance may vary and (b) the severity 

of the environment and the ways In which it may vary. Probably there are 

infinite conditions under which environment and resistance to failure can 

combine to give a chance distribution of failure, and an exhaustive math- 

ematical study would be too involved for the present purposes. Instead, some 

particular relations between resistance and environment will be considered. In 

what follcwe, the selected sets of conditions are called ''models'1. 

A simplified model of ''chance'' failure would operate under the following 

conditions: 

1. All the mechanisms are identical in failure resistance at the start, 

2. The failure resistance of the mechanisms does not decrease with operating 

time, 

3. Failure arises from the occurrence of a single event or one of several 

events, an instance of which is equally likely to happen at any time 

and thus have a fixed probability of occurrence per unit time. 

The conditions of this model of failure appear oversimplified in the following 

respects: 

Condition 1. Individual mechanisms are not likely to exhibit the same failure 

resistance but will have some sort of frequency distribution between the 

best and worst of the population. A fixed probability of failure per unit 

time, of course, results if an environment more severe than a particular 

value falls all the mechanisms and less than that severity value falle none 

of the mechanisms. With variability of failure resistance among mechanisms, 

the probability of failure per unit tims varies among the different indi- 

viduals. 
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Condition 2.    Deterioration of failure resistance can be expected of at least 

some characteristics of a mechanism during operation. Hcsraver, for the 

short periods of use in guided missiles the assumption seems valid. Deteri- 

oration prior to use can well 'be considered under condition 1 as producing 

a variable failure resistance among different members of the population« 

Condition ). Failure probably arises as the result of the fallure-caueing- 

environment esceedlag the failure resistance of the particular mechanlsis. 

The environment could consist of a series of discrete events whose magni- 

tude is distributed in some as yet unspecified fashion, A simple assump- 

tion Is that the events occur at equal time spacings. Kare realistically 

their time spacings might be considered a random variable,, having a parti- 

cular mean value. 

A continuously variable environment such as a radio-signal voltage 

eon be evaluated as a series of discrete events, for the peak voltages may 

well impose the greatest strain on electrical components. The severity of 

each event is the peak voltage; the mean frequency of occurrence is deter- 

mined by the average spacing of the peaks. 

Mathematical Models 

In vlesf of the preceding remarks some realistic assumptions are made as to 

the distributions of environmental severity and failure resistance and models 

thejfeof esanlasfL 

ing further ^ith the «zaminatlon of mathaaatical oodelB of failure, the concept 

of florimaMntal sevscrlty stoat ba^efinaA. 

Failure of Kschanieias results fron a Tarioty of eiwlroimental effects such 

as forces, heat, electrical phenomena, chemical reaction, etc., and all the 

ramifications of such physical occurrences. The whole spectrum of environ- 

mental effects are potential causes of failure for a particular mechanism 

which has a specific but different level of resistance to each effect. 

It appears reasonable toassmsthat the various types of occurrences are 

Independent events as are the mechanism's failure resistance to each of the 

types of environment. Failure of the mechanism Is then the occurrence of any 

one of several independent events. The models esamlned assume a single type 

of environment and evaluate the resulting' failure distribution with time. The 

failure distribution of an actual mechanism must account for all causes and is 

therefore a new distribution made up of those arising fron; each cause. Some 

typical cases of combined diatrlbutlona have been discussed in Eef. 1. 

mmüFmi 
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In this dißcuöelon both fairure resistance, R, and environmental severity, E; 

are evalimted In tenafi of the Initial mean failure resistance of the population 

of mechanisms, making them dlmenslonless ratios: 

failure resistance of a particular mechanism 
Initial mean failure resistance of the mschaniams 

_ _ severity of a particular environmental event 
initial mean failure resistance of the mechanisms 

ß mmm OF EWIROMSM'.U OCCTIRREICES 

In all the models the failure-causing environment will be considered as a 

series of discrete events of varying severity. The events are assumed to 

be random occurrences equally likely to happen at any time during the operating 

pericl; the mean time between events is designated y=, 

The number of occurrences (n) exhibited during t.n operating period (t) fol- 

lows a Polsson dlatributlon in which the probability of precisely n occurrences, 

P(n), is given by the expression: 

ly/ 
P(n) = ^  A  e" ^7 . - - (1) 

ly/ 

c ssmnri OF wraoggggAi OCCURRENCES 

If the distribution function of the severity of discrete environmental 

occurrences is represented by f(E), then the probability of a single event not 

exceeding a particular value, E,, is: 

P1 (E ^ E )  --/   f(E)dE    - (.0) 
r/O 

and the probability that none of a series of n events exceeds the value E 

becomes 

P  (E ^ E1) I        f/E)dE 
L'/o 

n 

• (?) 

During an operating period, t, the probability of no environment exceeding 

a given severity is the summation of the probability of getting each number of 

environmental events times the probability that none of that number exceeds the 

elven value in severity : 

mv\:M w 
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P. (E frE.) - £  P(n) P  (E ^Ej 

=/y 1 

» e 
-t/y Jt/y 

r^^. 

• n 

f(E)äE 

•(4) 

In passing it la recalled that the erpress Ion 1 - /   f(E)dJ repreBente 

the probability of the envlronsaent having a value greater than E. during a 

single event vhich is considered a potential cfuse of fallui^e. If the mech- 

anism Is to have a reasonable chance of surviving an operating period consisting 

of a large number of such events, it is obvious that the probability of failure 

per event must be very small„ Expanding equation (4) In an Infinite rerles, the 

third and subsequont terms may,, under these special conditions, be disregarded 

as Increasing powers of a very small quantity and: 

Pt (EsLE^ 
h 

f(E)dE 
t/y 

Uo 

(E < Ej,) 
t/y 

P;1 (E^S1) (5) 

t/y is the expected or mean number of occurrences, n, indicating that the 

conditions of the model are closely approsimated by assuming a constant number 

of environmental events equal to the mean number occurring during the time 

interval. The approslmatlon (Eq. 5) raay be substituted for the exact expression 

(Eq. k)  if convenient under the conditions stated, 

P. FAILDRE RESISTANCE 

As before stated the failure resistance of a mechanism in the model will be 

assumed to be the maximum environmental severity that the mechanism can withstand 

without failure. Failure resistance, which will be designated by R, will be in the 

same dimenfilonless units as environmental occurrence severity, E. The normal 

distribution is intuitively satisfying as a description of failure resistance of 

conn 
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a group of mechanisms and is used for all models. By previous definition the 

mean of the failure resistance distribution is unity; the staadard deviation is 

designated by the symbol a.    From the normal distribution^ ' the probability of 

failure resistance of a mechanlBm having a value between R.. and (K. + dB) ie 
-A. .L 

P(R1<R<R1    + dR) .-V2 
%  - M 

/27 
dB (6) 

5. PROBABILITY OF ITO FAILCTRE FOR TEE POFDMTKW 

The probability of no failure for a particular mechanism having a failure 

resistance R.. is obviously the probability that no environmental event exceeds 

R. in severity (Eq. h),    The probability of no failure of a randomly selected 

mechanism is then the integral over the range of R values of the probability of 

no environmental event being more severe than the value R1 times the probability 

of getting a mechanism with the precise failure resistance R.,. 

■ 

P = /   e 
■t/y  [l -f  f(E)dEJr J. 

^o 
Y"2if a 

-1/2 ^ 
e ' l a 

R - 1\2  1 
dR - - (7) 

or 

P = 

'<30 

/0=-üO 

r /R 

f(E)dS 
R - 1) 2" 

■J 2rt      a 
,-^r-^i ÖB (8) 

Fince in the models selected the Integral cannot be evaluated directly, a 

graphical method is employed. For corresponding values of R, ranging from 0 to 

•t/y [i -J0 
Xf(is)&j ao f, a gmph is plotted using Q n. ® as ths ordinate value and 

/R, 
R - 1, 2 

B = 

-/Tir "k 
-lA (^i) 

dR as the abscissa value.    Then an 
■oo 

element of area under the curve is 

mm 
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-t/y   f1 - )   1 •'WEJCIIJ 1 -1/2 (±^-±) Q d S = e 

and the vhole area under the curve Is 

V 2x    a 
dE 

Q d S = P - (9) 

By repeating this procedure for varlouß values of the mean number cl environ- 

mental occurrences# n, corresponding to different lengths of the operating period, 

t, a curve of probability of success or reliability for a particular model can be 

related to the operating period. 

f   MODELS EXAlilTOD 

Model la. The environmental severity is assumed to have the negative expo- 

nential distribution f(E) 0.2 
JL 

e 0,2 the mean value of E being 0. The least 

severe events occur most often and the frequency of occurrence decays exponentially 

as the severity increases, a trend that applies to many environmental features, 

for example, air gusts. The probability of the environmental severity of a single 

event being greater than unity (mean failure resistance of the mechanisms) is 

approximately 0.007. 

The failure resistance of the mechanisms is assumed to have the normal distri- 

bution: 

f(B) = ■1/ '^ 

for which the standard deviation, 0.2, produces a rather wide spread of values 

of R (95.5 percent lie between 0.6 and l.h)„    The failure resistance was assumed 

not to deteriorate with use. Fig. 1 is a typical series of working curves, the 

area under each of which represents the reliability for a lifetime consisting of 

n mean number of environmental occurrences. In Fig. 2 reliability is plotted as 

a function of mean number of occurrences (operating time) using the values obtained 

from Fig. 1. The negative exponential character of the curve is obviously similar 

to the "chance"' failure distributions found in actual data. 

Model lb. This model is identical to P-odel la except that the standard devia- 

tion of the mechanism failure i'vstn^umc«  is cr = 0„25 and the frequency dlstribiatlor. 

of environmental severity. 
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The jüöam uewerlty of ©nrLroa^ental ©vaafcs (E » 5) is tisen much greater thsn the 

mean failure reslstaace mid the occurrence of an «awlronmental ©vasit practicall.y 

assures a failure.   The prohaMllty of success Is very nearly the prohahillty 

that no enriroinmental event occurs^ and, as might be expected, the prohaMllty 

of success curve is only slightly higaar than the ezponentlal curve represent- 

ing ths pro'bablllty of no ©veata oeetirrlng vfea & erssrfcs ere expected (se® Flgc3): 

-n « t P = e ^here n    =    ~   , 
y 

Model Ic. The region interrasdlate between the erbremes of Modele la and lb 

is examined by choosing the mean environmental severity equal to the mean failure 

resistance. The standard deviation of failure resistance is 0.25 as In lb. 

Figure 4 illustrates the exponentlal character of this failure probability inter- 

mediate between those of Figs. 2 and 5. The dotted curve is the exponential 

P = e-°/e . 

Model II, The conditions of this model are identical to those of Model la 

except that environmental severity vas assumed to have p normal instead of neg- 

ative exponential distribution: 

-1/2 ^ " 0=6 ' 2 

f(S) =  = e '  \ 0.15 
0.15,J/2K 

Most of the environmental events have a severity near the mean value, 0.6, 

and practically all severities lie between 0.15 and 1.05- Fig. 5 illustrates 

the exponential character of reliability as a function of operating time. It 

le noted that after a rapid early decrease in reliability the failure rate levels 

off. Tliis is inherent In the conditions and constants of the model for in the 

early stages (small values of n) the weaker mechanisms are failed. After this 

weeding out process has continued for a time, the remaining population is suf- 

ficiently failure resistant that the probability of occurrence of an environment 

severe enough to cause failure is very remote. The mean failure resistance of 

the remaining population then increases with elapsed operating time and the pro- 

bability of failure per unit time decreases with Increased use. 

Model TTI. The conditions of this model are identical to those of Models 

la and II except that environmental severity is assumed to have a rectangiilar dis- 

tribution. That is, the severity of individual environmental occurrences le equal- 
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ly llltely to have any value betwaen an upper limit, 1.1 and lower limit, 0.1. 

Then 

f(E) = 
1.1 - 0.1 

and 

r B 
f(E)dE = R - 0.1 (0.1 ^ B ^1.1) 

Jo 

Fig. 6 represents the reliability of this model as a function of the length 

of the operating period. An exponential type of curve Is observed which approaches 

a horizontal reliability asymptote of 0.31* under the conditions of the model, it 

is impossible to fail that fraction of the mechanisms vhose failure resistance is 

greater than the most severe environmental event (l.l). 

Model TVc      This model corresponds to Model la, having a normal distribution 

of failure resistance pnd a negative exponential distribution of environmental 

severity. Bcwever, the mean failure resistance is assumed to deteriorate vith 

time instead of being constant. The deterioration rate is assumed to be pro- 

portional to the degree of deterioration at any time using the relation for mean 

1 f: failure resistance, R = x 1.5 

failure resistance, 0.1, 

making , 

e °    ) and a constant standard deviation of 

f(R) = 
-1/2 

R -JO 0.001 n., 

0,1 
0.1 i!2n 

The environmental severity distribution of this model Is; 

1 
f(E) = 0.1 

E 
e" 0,1 

Fig. 7 Indicates the rather normal tendencies of the probability of failure 

versus number of occurrences (time) of thl« model, which tendencies have been 

postulated as the distribution type attendant upon mecJianlsms that wear out. It 

can be shown that the deviation of the model distribution function from a normal 

is practically eliminated by the use of an arc tangent function to represent mean 

mechanism failure resistance: 

a + D can 
-1 

(c n -■ d) in place of the exponential decay of mean failure 

resiatancf .(a,b,c, and d are coustante). 

1 luki« 
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Model 7. As a variant of Modöl I¥ the diminution of failure reeistanc® is 

asfäumeä to have an arbitrary but conceivable function of operating tiiw: 

g = !  1 Ll»J  _ 
2  1 - f U f(u) du 

vhere f(u) is the normal distribution function and u la evaluated as u = 0.01 >? -?. 

This function is similar in derivation to the force of mortality used in 

actuarial calculations. xh@ environmental severity used in this model 1«; 

f(S) = ^ e-V0.1   . 

The reliability of this model as a function of the number of occurrences 

shewn in Fig, 8 has rather nonaal characteristics. 
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DI5C0BSION 

I / Variation of Failure Realatanc© With glmo. 

It is perhaps obvious that if all the faetors affecting the probability 

of failure of survivors ramlned unchanged with th® passage öf tla», the pro- 

bability of survivor failure would aleo remain unchanged and a pur© -chanse'* 

falluioe diatributlon would be the only possible outcoai© of the circumetanees. 

The models esamined display deviation fron the "chance" hypothesis which smst 

arise from a variation of the survivor failure resistance with tlraa since the 

other factors are assumed invariable» 

in the non-deteriorating modelsf as has been pointed out, the early failures 

tend to eliminate the weaker units. Thus the mean failure resistance of the sur- 

vivors Increases with the passage of time. The failure distribution of Model la 

is plotted in Fig. 9 together with the "chance" dletributlons corresponding 

to several points In the time history of Model la. The "chance" curves fit 

the model curve very closely In the region closa to the tangent point. In fact 

the model failure distribution is the envelope of a series of "chance" curves 

whose moan tiraes-to-fallure Increase with increasing time. 

In contrast with increase in failure resistance of a population from natural 

selection with passage of time, the effect of time deterioration of failure re- 

sistance was noted in Models IY and ?„ In Fig. 10 it is apparent that the rather 

noiaal distribution curve of Model IT is the envelope of a ©©rlee of ^chance" 

curves whose slope-to-height ratios (failure suBceptlbillties) increase numeri- 

cally with increasing time. It is interesting to speculate that the deterioration 

of the surviving population in ein actual situation might compenaate for the increase 

in mean failure resistance resulting from the elimination of the weaks. Should 

these opposite effects maintain the failure resistance distribution of the survi- 

vors identical to the original distribution, a pure "chance" failure distribution 

would result, 

?, Si^lifying Approximations. 

Examination of the basic formula for probability of succese (Eq. 7) making 

use of some simplifying assumptions sheds some light on the conditions that would 

produce an actual failure distribution similar to those arising from purs "chance" 

occurrences. It is recalled that a pure "chance" failure distribution evaluates 

the probability of success, P, during an operating period t as: 

P = e 
■kt 

(10) 
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Using f(E) tc^ describe the.dletrrbutien fuactlon of the snrlroasestal 

eeirerity and f(B) to d®note the distribution function of the aschaalB» failure 

rtmlettao«, eqmtlon 7 reduces to: 

*f>0 

-t/y f(B)dS f(i?)as (u) 

The range of failure resietanc© employed in Model lb is narrow eosapared to 

the rang© of saviroiHäsntal severity. Coneequeatly, there Is little more pro- 

bability of failure for the weak üaachanlsjKS than for the strong ones and the 

diBtribution of stmrlvore will not change Hsuch with tjjae. Moreover the »an 

value of the failure resistance of »urvlvors chasgee even less. In Model lb 

the probability of failure for the average mechanism at the start is 0.819 per 

each environJKsntal event. During (an operating period t, the ©spected number of 

failure causing ciroumatances ia: £  = 0=819 tß-   which produces a "chance58 

distribution of probability of success during time t for the average mechaalesK 

-0.819 t/y 
(12) 

The probability of success of the average ffiechanism (Sq. 12) is practically 

Indistinguishable frcm that of the distributed population shown In Fig. 3. 

Trm equation 11; if all the mechanisms have the same failure resistance, 

?., the probability of success reduces to the ''chance ^ forra; 

-t/y [l ^ A 
f(l)dS -kt 

(15) 

regardless of what form the environmental distribution, f(B), may have. As 

pointed out above,, a population of saechanlsas displaying a narren range of 

failure resistance may b© reasonably approximated by the average mschanlSBi of 

the population. Engineering design and quality control procedures tend to produce 

mechanisms with small ranges of failure resistance compared to environmental 

severity which should therefore produce "chance" failure dletributlons regardlees 

of the environmental distribution, provided, of course, wear-out effects do not 

enter into the process. 

"\ 
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How consider the simplifying assumption that all esviroamental evente are of 

equal s®v©rity S1, Then the probability of a single envlrorEsental event being 

more ssvere than a particular failure resistance, Fjyis: 

JE?. 
P (S>R) = 1 -/ 'f{B)dE = 1 if 0<B/<S1 

= 0 if 1. <B1^ oo 

and fron equation (11) the probability of success of the population of stsehaniains 

during tiae t Is: 

P = B"
1
'

7
     /   f(H)dB  * I f(B)dB ---------.»- (lU) 

^o=-oo 

.ce=t/y +l-c 

where e ie tli© fraction of a^chanisas having a failure resistance less than the 

environmental severity, Ejj and 1-e is the fraction having a failure resistancs 

greater than IL. The failure distribution under this simplifying assussptisn is 

a hybrid composed of a chance failure fractlon, c, and an invulnerablo fraction, 

1-c, Modele II and III produce distributions rather similar in character to that 

described by Sq. 1¥. 

Should environmental severity have a distribution,, the smalleBt value of 

which is greater than failure resistance of the strongest mechanism, any occur- 

rence will fail any msehanlBia. The probability of succese is then the probability 

of no ©nvironsisntal occurrences, 

-t/v 
P = e ■- 

which also is a pure "chance" failure distribution. 

Model Ic illustrates the case In vhich the distributions of failure resist- 

ance and environmental severity overlap each other to a very great e^rtent. While 

the actual distribution deviates appreciably frea the approsimation based on the 

orud© äBäwsption that all the aechanlfflM exhibit the mean value of failure resist- 

ance, the percent of error arielng from the approximation is surprisingly small. 

gm 



Soas general inferamcae oan be draiei regeirälng an artificial (S®l®otlan 

pi-w^Bß to Improro rallablllty la the light of the laodels eassiasd.   Sadi aä 

artificial sielectloa process is deslgjied to ellMaat® the weaker IMlvldQals 

traa the pijjyulatloa I57 aubjeotlag the Hhol9 population to a pre-use Qavlroaiment 

trMch will fall the poxmsr apeelraang.   if the failure roeletanc© of the eurvlv- 

01« is greater than that of th© uneelected populatios; ®ss Impro-^aont In relia- 

bility results,   fh® failure diatrlbution of the select group will exhibit the 

same general characteristics aa that of the original population bjari the aeaa 

tlEO to faJlur© ulll tead to b© loagsr asä. the probability of failure durlag 

©gual ope^itiag periods will be smaller. 

Tko crftorfoa of 653 offesfeivr) aelsotion prooem io ttet it QlW'or fall or 

IMlcsfca fefe \jc:'k mxito sssd firrfefem' that it, äoca jiot E3rloi?G3.j t/eatesa th© ssrvlv- 

ore of the process (little deterioration during selection).   It follows that the 

sJdaaalng off of a random eoaple Is m inefflctl?© proems,   3®r9ic© coaütions tend to 

tend to large TOriatioßs iiu enrtroanwBtal semrlty like the coaütions of the models 

oj^Eoiscäo   Solectloo under serrlce ooEiiticss trill comLly prcjliiso llttl© ispro-uQ» 

Kent in tfee selected populaticgi as the salectlon processs «111 not fail 00210 of the 

•üQQk imltg emd will fall som© of the strong ones,, thus, sMssaing off a random 

eas^plss   IffectlTO selsctiar* results frcsi a closely ocaatrolled enviraamsat deslgs^d 

to fail all the laeehanlsae weaker tha® the desiretl X^öIUö mid pass the stranger 

onea.   A furthsr mqvdrmmt of the s^leetlan amrlrcäseat 1& that it does not 

ujakca ikj failurs rcsiotaact- ■■'-■■ •■   ;■'■;;■.,■ ;;i;^AV:j,,,    A etaadard ^F^JV'J; in" test cm 

aircraft cögiaea le as asBapl© of a controlled s3.;«;i3vÄÖis3 of weak mit-s. 

1.   It appears that a ne^tl-ro exponential or "chance* typ® of failure 

distribution approximately deacr^bes reascnabl© ooaablaatlans of enviromsnt and 

Esechanüffl havlzig tlw dlstrlbutica types assumed^ provided -bfeo Eectealoa dooc; not 

deteriorate in failure resistance.   Buring the short operating periods of interest 

in guided missile reliability predlotion, the aseuaiption of no deterioration 

appear® guite valid.   Also for short operating periods an exponential or "chance" 

approxlii«ation is very accux^.te. 
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2. fh® introduction of failure reeistanc© deterioration into the 

situation changse the characteristics of the fallur« distribution with tias to a 

rather norml ajrpearlwg function, at Isaet for reasonable deterioration aaaump- 

tiona, 

3« Artificial »election processes may be set up to laprove rallabllity by 

ellBinatiag weak msabers and thus increase the average failure resistance of the 

population» A closely controlled enviroassnt that doss not seriously impair the 

failure resistance of the surrivors appears beet suited to the process. 
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LIST OF SYMDOIfJ 

■•^^d 

a 

b 

o 

d 

Ö 

E 

i 
f( ) 

f(u) 

k 

n 

n 

=     ■% oomtmt 

=     a constant 

=     a oonatant 

=     a conetant or 
a dlfforential ©leaont of a variable as dz 

tho ccsoBtffiat 2.7183 

■     eavlraniasaital severity 

•*     mean ©nvirOTBaantal aeverlty 

»     a fiaiction of the paranthssized variable 
ua^ia3Jj täe distribution function 

=     norml distribution fua^tion of u =       1 ■1/2 u2 

p     a caostant 
v~2jr 

msabor of enviramamtal events occurriag during an operating 
period 

avera^* number of corrlrormsntal events occurring durin; an 
operating period 

" 

P a ps'obabillty 

Q = ordinate valuo used in probability computation 

E - fsilutfa-»©sifltance 

R » mean failure resistance) 

S - abacisea valas 

t =-■ operating period 

y = average time interval between environmental events 

l(ßubscript) = a particular value of the variable aa Ei 

£ = eapected number of events or failures 

a = standai-d deviation 
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